VACATION

PONY WINS

By way of getting into shape for the track meet next Saturday, Sun. Pony's track team came to itsPoly yesterday afternoon and kicked up its heels in a few events out on the practice track. Nothing startling occurred and the event was finished with a fine share of the points, the score being 88-52 in favor of the Poly team.

Bread Jump—Darling, Hold, Moss 1 ft. 3 in.
100-yd. Dash—Darling, Bundy, Lux.
Shot Put—E. Pettis, Westerhuis, Preuss. 25 ft.
220-yd. Dash—Bundy, Halid, Darling.

The Mechanics Entertain

When the students came to the assembly hall to view the Mechanics' newest last week they found everything dark except for the mysterious sound of an arc lamp on the stage. The stage itself presented a rather forbidding appearance, though well filled with all kinds of electrical apparatus.

The assembly was in charge of that fine body of students, who have been working with the greatest of success toward making a success of their work. The Mechanics presented an entertainment no other group has been able to do. The play was a success and the Mechanics' names are on record for the year as a success.

THE HONOR ROLL

The Honor Roll for the past six weeks consisted of twenty names etched from the high honor roll prior to the last one. Instead of a girl taking the high honor, Arthur Coll, a Junior, is at the head of the list. The Honor Roll consisted of the following girls: E. Slade, L. Carroll, C. Devi, C. Fuellehth, L. Gear, S. Grisell, L. Harris, R. Mayhew, F.ougson, F. B. Howard, E. Howard, L. Ely, E. Houdre, E. James, E. Maybell, L. Powell, E. Jay, J. Kite, R. Mills, L. McNeal, D. Murphy, E. Painter, E. Rugg, E. Robertson, W. Rugg, L. Sturtevant, E. Wood. and A. Young.
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April

A WORTHWHILE PRIZE

Many a time winning a prize is just a matter of luck. Now there is a time for every high school student in the United States to carry off great honors, but it cannot be done with luck but with much work and research. It is the winning of the prize given by the publishing companies of the country, for the best short story, the provisions of the Constitution of the United States.

As a reward for this work, the student will receive $3000 which will be used in paying the winner's expenses through college and a chance to deliver the winning speech before the Senate. The country is divided into sections which, in turn, are subdivided, each district giving the chance for the best debate. These winners are eliminated at different meets and the best one is given the high honors.

April mentioned high school students from Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo counties tried out if the preliminary contest, which was held in the attending schools. The winners will have the chance to gather in Santa Maria next month for the first elimination. And then, if bright enough to win, will enter further contests to try for the Pacific Coast representatives to debate at Washington this summer.

The elimination districts of this section of the state are Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo, Los Angeles. From this county, it is expected that all high schools will take part at the first meet and it is definitely known that students from San Luis Obispo, Paso Robles High, and Marguerite High of Atascadero have announced their intention to enter.

The purpose of this nation-wide charity is to stir up among the students of American high schools, more interest in the fundamental law of the land. In this way many young people, who would ordinarily not be interested, will acquire valuable information on the Constitution and its provisions.
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Here and There

The "Explosion" the school paper of Giandale High, really did explode on May 2nd when the day edition the "Thalkalumian". The paper was so arranged that you could read it in any direction, whether you face your head or feet. However, it proved to be a snappy edition, as all the "Explosion"ers were satisfied.

According to "The Lark," Gardena High School, Mild Grauman, the milli umitarian who is owner of Los Angeles, is offering to each high school R. & T. C. unit two tickets to the boys who receive the highest grades in neatness, attendance, and drill by the commanding officer.

The "Northern Lights" from Car dova High, Alaska, proves to be a very successful paper. Their last edition contained true stories of Alaska and the social times that are held in that land.

The latter made comment of the real centralism that are kept in the Camp-Fire Girls, in which their boys are usually invited with nature's duties that there is not always interest in the fundamental law of the land. In this way many young people, who would ordinarily not be interested, will acquire valuable information on the Constitution and its provisions.
Variations
Don't: "My girl is so nice that she has to go through a door afterwards." Young: "My girl is so thin she could still road 'In God We Trust'." 

Signs
Athens: "What makes you think that 'Line-Fling' is engaged?"

Father: "What was the use of having accounts with four tailors?"

Sarah: "It makes your bills so much smaller."

Pepsi: "Got a good name. Why, man, Adam only gave one for a wise man."

"Don't: What was that last curl I gave you?"

All: "A grade."

Don: "I know it was. I saw you stand up on your hands before you picked it up."

Dief: "Ge, Bud Hues is sure strong.

Dief: "How's that?"

Dief: "He went down town the other night and picked up two girls."

Unreasonable Request
Doctor: "Put out your tongue—quick!"

Langeshick: "But, doctor, I can't. It passes at the other end."

The Easter the Harder
Earl Leo: "Gosh, I hate to play against a hard luck one.

Dick Morris: "It's gonna be a dead egg in his bed the other night."

"Hard to Tell
H. Patchett: "It seems like they're all afraid to play me at handball."

Sum: "If you had anything to say to a judge, you would mention the Judge.

The Reservations
Ben: "You see, I'm exactly, but whatever I think of anything I think of you."

Summer Long and Summer Not
Tendent: I want some underwear.

Clerk: "How long?"

Tendant: "How long? I don't want to rent them; I want to buy 'em."

George Washington White, a negro appearing the first time in court, was designated before a county justice on a charge of assault and battery, particularly battery.

George: "You know, who did you beat this man up?"

Ask the judge.

"Judge, he called me your name."

"What did he call you?"

"He called me a rhinoceros, sub-a—"

"A rhinoceros. When did this occur?"

"Last night."

"A year ago? Why did you wait so long?"

"Because, judge, I ain't seen no rhinoceros around."

"A certain high school girl: 'But you admit I have a pretty face.'"

"You've found it by now."

"Even barn looks good when it is painted."

A Perfect Allibi
Insta Cream: "Sucker up on me! Now: Do you mean to tell me you don't know I'm not a perfect allibi?"

Bill Sinclair: "'Sall r!'"
TRACK

The Poly athletic field will be the scene of several track meets this week. On account of the wet weather, it has been almost impossible to practice.

This event has been looked forward to for a long time by the local High School boys. They have been practicing track for many weeks and are in the best of condition.

After having been so successful in the track meet two weeks ago they expect to make even greater progress at this time. At the last track meet held in San Luis Obispo the local High School boys won over Lompoc High by a margin of ten points.

Melissa is the big bet for the High School in the district meet. He showed up well in the last meet and is expected to take first place in the coming meet.

He has a short distance man. He has made some enviable records in the district meet.

Moss is a good reliable man in all the weight events. Much will depend upon the form he will show on that day, as he is entered in so many events. He will enter the broad jump, discus and shotput. He is also a 220 and 440 yard man.

Campbell is expected to place in the pole vault. He is in good shape.

The boys have only had a few meetings in the gym, so many good reasons why San Luis High should win.

The Meet At Santa Barbara

While the County track meet is being held at Santa Barbara yesterday afternoon, Poly will have a team consisting of 15 boys. The boys have been looking forward to this meet ever since they have been practicing to make high points.

The poly track is in very good shape and in the best of condition. There is no reason why they should not make a good showing with our southern rival. The rain last week did not stop the team from practicing, as it was caused by the change in the road around the campus instead of the muddy track.

Poly's outlook for this Saturday is very good. It is the hope of the boys who will probably go and place for the hundred yard dash. Among these are Patchett, Tariff, Bundy, Hald and others who have been faithful in practicing.

In track, he is in the best of his old condition in the mile. In fact, he is even better than last year, and he feels confident that he will add a few points to the team score.

Then there is "Lime Plug." When, every morning, he goes to practice, he is not bashful in getting there. He feels that he has made good progress last year. In fact, he has gone much beyond his former best work in putting the shot.

Bundy is a regular whirlwind in the short dashes. Any time that you think he can not do it, he goes ahead and does it. He is very neat and fast and confident that he will add a few points for the team score.
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Bundy is a regular whirlwind in the short dashes. Any time that you think he can not do it, he goes ahead and does it. He is very neat and fast and confident that he will add a few points for the team score.

Hald is another who has taken much interest in his work and it is forecasted that he will bring up the Poly score. He will probably do well in the 100 yard dash.
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Cadet Battalion Inspected

Colonel P. H. Munson of the United States Army was well pleased and much impressed with his inspection.

Colonel Munson inspected many of the students individually and received many compliments on the high standing of the cadets. He looked over the grounds and expressed his hearty approval of the school.

BASEBALL

Baseball practice is opening up in full swing this week. On account of the wet weather, it has been almost impossible to practice.

The latter part of last week the boys were able to get a short workout out. This week the field is in good shape and they are having some good hard workouts.

The prospects of a good team this year are exceedingly good. With Bill price on the mound and Raymond behind him we have a regular big league battery. Besides, there will be Morrison, Finger, E. Patchett, Jack Tardiff, Tom and many others who will make up the team. We feel that we are going to be up in the front of the pack and should be a credit to Poly.

IN SPRING TRAINING

Coach Andy Smith of the University of California football team believes this week has many prospects and old play-this week has many prospects and old players in the line. Thought this training will not last long its purpose is to keep the fellows in trim and to hold the California championship.

Among the old players who believe in the training is a former star named Charles Beamester and Wayne Miller who made four different girls. There is not so much to get back on the field this year as there was last year. Miller and others have been working on frog legs, too.

The Poly athletic field will be the scene of several track meets this week. On account of the wet weather, it has been almost impossible to practice.

The latter part of last week the boys were able to get a short workout out. This week the field is in good shape and they are having some good hard workouts.

The prospects of a good team this year are exceedingly good. With Bill price on the mound and Raymond behind him we have a regular big league battery. Besides, there will be Morrison, Finger, E. Patchett, Jack Tardiff, Tom and many others who will make up the team. We feel that we are going to be up in the front of the pack and should be a credit to Poly.

Poly Chatter

Poor "Barney" Preuss. First, it's a blunder then it's a bouton. Will he ever settle down? No sooner than he can walk on the track and hit the ground than there is a war and he swears never to look at a girl again. He says that every time he sees one he will run away.

The result I*, that the track auu

Looking Up

Look up, the world is waiting.
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